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ABOUT US

Watershield is a patent brand of BASAT TEXTILE CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING MATERIAL 
INSULATION INDUSTRY FOREIGN TRADE. CO.LTD. and within the scope of ISO9001:2015 QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, it provides service to our esteemed customers, in the construction and 
insulation sector as a HOME PRODUCTION, on PERMEABLE WATERPROOFING COVER (MOISTURE 
BARRIER)- VAPOUR BREAKER (MOISTURE BREAKER)- NONFLAMMABLE CLASS B MOISTURE 
BARRIER
 
Our technical staff continues research and development activities to improve our products and 
product portfolio. In this respect, as the power of HOME PRODUCTION, we have performed the 
production of nonflammable moisture barrier class B-A2 (Watershield FIRE) fireproof cover
IN TURKEY
 
Our goal is always to ensure the confidence and product quality satisfaction our VALUABLE 
customers. Our works and quality revisions will always continue in this direction. In order to present 
the power of DOMESTIC PRODUCTION and introduce the Watershield brand which is the insulation 
power TURKEY all over the world, we are participating in fairs in many areas.
 
We have 30.000 m² Vapour balancer (Moisture barrier) and vapour breaker (Moisture breaker) 
production on daily basis. Our products consist of 3 layers and can be produced in the range of 
70gr/m² and 250gr/m² in any color and weight desired.

WATERSHIELD brand manufactures PERMEABLE WATERPROOFING COVERS in siding and roofing. 
Our products, Moisture barrier, Vapour balancer Watershield 90, Watershield 110, Watershield 130 and 
vapour breaker, Watershield ALU which is Moisture breaker, has been documented with performance 
declaration (CE approval at the national level)



CERTIFICATES



WATERSHIELD 90 Cephe Örtüsü

WATERSHIELD 110 Cephe ve Çatı Örtüsü

WATERSHIELD 130 Çatı Örtüsü

WATERSHIELD ALU Cephe ve Çatı Örtüsü

WATERSHIELD FIRE Yangına Karşı Dirençli Cephe ve Çatı Örtüsü

WATERSHIELD BANT Örtü Ek Yeri Bantları

WATERSHIELD 90 Siding

WATERSHIELD 110 Siding and Roofing

WATERSHIELD 130 Roofing

WATERSHIELD ALU Siding and Roofing

WATERSHIELD FIRE Fire Resistant Siding and Roofing

WATERSHIELD STRIP Cover Joint Strips
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Description of Product: Polypropylene + polyethylene based waterproofing 
cover used under discontinuous roofing  

Brend: WATERSHIELD 90 

Product Standart: TS EN 13859-1: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and characteristic features of sublayers – 
Part 1: Sublayers used for discontinuous roofing
TS EN 13859-2: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and properties of sublayers - 
Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls

  

 

  
 

Intended Purpose: Buildings  

Compliance Confirmation System: 3 

Properties of Product WATERSHIELD 90
Reaction Against Fire E 

Resistance Against Water Penetration  Class W1 

Longitudinal Traction Resistance 300 N/5cm  

Latitudinal Traction Resistance 170 N/5cm  

Water Vapour Permeability 0,05 sd(m)  

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor
 126,3 

Weight of Product(gr/m²) 90 gr/m² 

Longitudinal Strain Failure %66 

Latitudinal Strain Failure %77 

Resistance against Longitudinal Tear 55 N  

Resistance against Latitudinal Tear 75 N  

WATERSHIELD 90

APPLICATION
At roofs and sides, in horizontal and vertical applications, it has to be stretched with a 10 cm 
overlapping share and pasted with strips

In order to attach and paste the covers to the surface properly, the products which unpacked have 
to be protected from dust and water and at the same time a clean surface has to be formed..

Watershield 90 PERMEABLE WATERPROOFING COVER consists of three layers, 
a POLYETHYLENE (PE) layer between two POLYPROPYLENE (PP) layers.
Watershield 90 permeable waterproofıng covers are heat resistant. 
The unique 3-layer technology has waterproof property, though it is open to vapour passage. 
This property ensures the protection to the exterior walls against condensation,
moisture and air leakage
Contrary to popular belief in the structures, the functional properties of the layers are 
much more important than the weight in grams of the product

FIELD OF APLICATION
Wall construction

Wood structure

High-rise buildings

Curtain walling systems 

(Air spaced and heat insulated frontage)

ADVANTAGE
It helps to take out moisture that may occur within
the structure, by way of its permeability.
It ensures heat saving by blocking the wind 
and increasing the efficiency of cold and 
hot air in the structure.

It is a unique waterproofing cover.

HOME PRODUCTION MADE IN TURKEY

PACKAGE
It is sold as a roll. There are two types of packaging which 

are listed below.

150cm x 50mt :75m²

150cm x 100mt:150m²

*160cm x 50mt:80m²

*160cm x 100mt 160m²

TS EN 13859-2
Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and properties of sublayers -
Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls



WATERSHIELD 110 Permeable Waterproofing Cover

Description of Product: Polypropylene + polyethylene based waterproofing 
cover used under discontinuous roofing  

Brend: WATERSHIELD 110  

Product Standart: TS EN 13859-1: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and characteristic features of sublayers – 
Part 1: Sublayers used for discontinuous roofing
TS EN 13859-2: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and properties of sublayers - 
Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls

  

 

  
 

Intended Purpose: Buildings  

Compliance Confirmation System: 3 

Properties of Product WATERSHIELD 110
Reaction Against Fire E 

Resistance Against Water Penetration  Class W1 

Longitudinal Traction Resistance 270 N/5cm  

Latitudinal Traction Resistance 295 N/5cm  

Water Vapour Permeability 0,1 sd(m)  

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor
 145,0 

Weight of Product(gr/m²) 110 gr/m² 

Longitudinal Strain Failure %70 

Latitudinal Strain Failure %87 

Resistance against Longitudinal Tear 135 N  

Resistance against Latitudinal Tear 135 N  

PACKAGE and STORAGE

150cm (width) x 50mt(length) :75m²

150cm(width) x 100mt(length):150m²

*160cm x 50mt:80m²

*160cm x 100mt 160m²

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if 

possible, on a pallet slightly higher than the ground, 

in a position horizontally or vertically. Storage areas 

and products have to be protected from sunlight.

TS EN 13859-2
Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - Descriptions and 

properties of sublayers –

Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls

With its unique production technology, it is produced as 3 layers from the upper and lower 
layer POLYPROPYLENE (PP) and interlayer POLYETHYLENE (PE) raw material. 
Watershield 110 Permeable waterproofing covers are heat resistant. The unique 3-layer 
technology has waterproof property, though it is open to vapour passage. It is a popular cover 
and is preferred in ROOFING and SIDING applications.

APPLICATION
In the roofing and siding systems, in conjuction with variabilty in application, joints has to be closed with 
strips by using a 10 cm overlapping share.

Packaging of the covers are 75m²-150m² and the area to be closed is 70m²-140m². After unpacking the products,
both the product and the ground must be cleaned from dust and dirt. Upper surface of the covers have to be 
closed at least within 1 month (30 days). (U V additive (Resistance to sunlight) can be increased up to 
order-request and can be left open for longer periods.)

FIELD OF APLICATION

Clamped roof systems

Supported and unsupported, ventilated and 

non-ventilated roof systems

Inclined roof systems

Cover under tile

Using under shingle

ADVANTAGE
Vapour passage

Completely waterproofing cover

Wind blocking, hot and cold air efficiency

Durable and flexible

TS EN 13859-1
Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - Descripti-

ons and properties of sublayers –

Part 1: Used as sublayers for discontinuous 

roofing sheets



PACKAGE and STORAGE
Our products have 2 types of packaging dimensions, 75m² and 150m².

150cm (width) x 50mt(length) :75m²

150cm(width) x 100mt(length):150m²
*160cm x 50mt:80m²
*160cm x 100mt 160m²

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if possible, on a 

pallet slightly higher than the ground, 

in a position horizontally or vertically. 

Storage areas and products have to be protected from sunlight.

TS EN 13859-1
Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 

Descriptions and properties of sublayers –

Part 1: Used as sublayers for discontinuous roofing sheets

WATERSHIELD 130 Roofing
With its unique production technology, it is produced as 3-layer from the upper and lower 
layer POLYPROPYLENE (PP) and interlayer POLYETHYLENE (PE) raw material. 
Watershield 110 Permeable waterproofing covers are heat resistant. The unique 3-layer 
technology has waterproof property, though it is open to vapour passage. 
It is a popular cover and is preferred in ROOFING applications.

APPLICATION
In the roofing systems, in conjuction with variabilty in application, joints has to be closed with strips 
by using a 10 cm overlapping share.

Packaging of the covers are 75m²-150m² and the area to be closed is 70m²-140m² in net. After unpacking
the products, both the product and the ground must be cleaned from dust and dirt. Upper surface of the 
covers have to be closed at least within 1 month (30 days). (UV additive (Resistance to sunlight) can be increased 
up to order-request and can be left open for longer periods.))

FIELD OF APLICATION
Clamped roof systems

Supported and unsupported, 

Ventilated and non-ventilated roof systems

Inclined roof systems

Cover under tile

Using under shingle

ADVANTAGE
Strong and durable structure

Vapour passage

Completely waterproofing cover

Wind blocking, hot and cold air efficiency

Durable and flexible

Description of Product: Polypropylene + polyethylene based waterproofing 
cover used under discontinuous roofing  

Brend: WATERSHIELD 130  

Product Standart: TS EN 13859-1: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and characteristic features of sublayers – 
Part 1: Sublayers used for discontinuous roofing
TS EN 13859-2: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and properties of sublayers - 
Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls

  

 

  
 

Intended Purpose: Buildings  

Compliance Confirmation System: 3 

Properties of Product WATERSHIELD 130
Reaction Against Fire E 

Resistance Against Water Penetration  Class W1 

Longitudinal Traction Resistance 575 N/5cm  

Latitudinal Traction Resistance 305 N/5cm  

Water Vapour Permeability 0,1 sd(m)  

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor
 145,0 

Weight of Product(gr/m²) 130 gr/m² 

Longitudinal Strain Failure %96 

Latitudinal Strain Failure %100 

Resistance against Longitudinal Tear 140 N 

Resistance against Latitudinal Tear 205 N  



PACKAGE and STORAGE
Our products have 2 types of packaging dimensions, 

75m² and 150m².

150cm (width) x 50mt(length) :75m²

150cm(width) x 100mt(length):150m²

*160cm x 50mt:80m²

*160cm x 100mt 160m²

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if 

possible, on a pallet slightly higher than the ground, in 

a position horizontally or vertically. Storage areas and 

products have to be protected from sunlight.

TS EN 13984:2013
Plastic/rubber based water vapor controlling layers

WATERSHIELD ALU Siding and Roofing
Watershield ALU, with its unique production technology, it is produced as 3-layer from the
lower layer POLYPROPYLENE (PP), interlayer POLYETHYLENE (PE) and upper layer poliester
aluminize folio raw material. It is a cover which provides heat property with its reflectivity. 

APPLICATION
In the roofing and siding systems, in conjuction with variabilty in application, joints has to be closed with strips 
by using a 10 cm overlapping share.

Packaging of the covers are 75m²-150m² and the area to be closed is 70m²-140m² ideally. After unpacking the 
products, both the product and the ground must be cleaned from dust and dirt. Upper surface of the covers have 
to be closed at least within 1 month (30 days). (UV additive (Resistance to sunlight) 
can be increased up to order-request and can be left open for longer periods.)

FIELD OF APLICATION
Clamped roof systems,

Ventilated and non-ventilated roof systems,

A superior cover with its feature water and vapour closure 

from building walls

ADVANTAGE
A superior insulation property against water, vapour and 

moisture

Does not allow water vapour passage

Prevents heat losses in air passages 

with its reflectivity

Completely waterproofing cover

Wind blocking, hot and cold air efficiency

Durable and flexible

Description of Product: Polypropylene + polyethylene based waterproofing 
cover used under discontinuous roofing  

Brend: WATERSHIELD ALU 

Product Standart: TS EN 13984:2013 Flexible sheets - For waterproofing -
 Water vapor plastic and rubber layers for checking - 
Recipes and specifications

  

 

  
 

Intended Purpose: Buildings  

Compliance Confirmation System: 3 

Properties of Product WATERSHIELD ALU
Reaction Against Fire E 

Resistance Against Water Penetration  Class W1 

Longitudinal Traction Resistance 230 N/5cm  

Latitudinal Traction Resistance 160 N/5cm  

Water Vapour Permeability 27,7 sd(m)  

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor
 50.384 

Weight of Product(gr/m²) 130 gr/m² 

Longitudinal Strain Failure %47 

Latitudinal Strain Failure %45 

Resistance against Longitudinal Tear 125 N 

Resistance against Latitudinal Tear 115 N  



Description of Product: Polypropylene + polyethylene based waterproofing 
cover used under discontinuous roofing  

Brend: WATERSHIELD FIRE  

Product Standart: TS EN 13859-1: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and characteristic features of sublayers – 
Part 1: Sublayers used for discontinuous roofing
TS EN 13859-2: Flexible sheets - For waterproofing - 
Descriptions and properties of sublayers - 
Part 2: Used as sublayers for walls

  

 

  
 

Intended Purpose: Buildings  

Compliance Confirmation System: 3 

Properties of Product WATERSHIELD FIRE
Reaction Against Fire B1 

Resistance Against Water Penetration  Class W1 

Longitudinal Traction Resistance 270 N/5cm  

Latitudinal Traction Resistance 295 N/5cm  

Water Vapour Permeability 0,1 sd(m)  

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor
 145,0 

Weight of Product(gr/m²) 110 gr/m² 

Longitudinal Strain Failure %70 

Latitudinal Strain Failure %87 

Resistance against Longitudinal Tear 135 N  

Resistance against Latitudinal Tear 135 N  

PACKAGE and STORAGE
Our products have 2 types of packaging dimensions, 

75m² and 150m².

150cm (width) x 50mt(length) :75m²

150cm(width) x 100mt(length):150m²

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if 

possible, on a pallet slightly higher than the ground, 

in a position horizontally or vertically. Storage areas 

and products have to be protected from sunlight.

WATERSHIELD FIRE Fire Resistent Siding and Roofing

With its unique production technology, Watershield FIRE is produced as 3-layer from the upper 
and lower layer POLYPROPYLENE (PP) and interlayer POLYETHYLENE (PE) raw material. 
Our permeable waterproofing cover is in fire retardant fire response class (class B1) 
is preferred for siding applications with its superior properties. 
Our WATERSHIELD FIRE RESISTANT product is produced with a weight of 110gr / m².

APPLICATION
In the siding systems, in conjuction with variabilty in application, joints has to be closed with 
strips by using a 10 cm overlapping share.

WATERSHIELD FIRE has to be fixed to the profiles from the area indicated as overlapping share with dog 
nail or stapler. Packaging of the covers are 75m²-150m² and the area to be closed is 70m²-140m² ideally. 
After unpacking the products, both the product and the ground must be cleaned from dust and dirt. 
Upper surface of the covers have to be closed at least within 3 month (90 days). 
(UV additive (Resistance to sunlight) can be increased up to order-request and can be left open for longer periods.)

FIELD OF APLICATION
Glass Frontages

Wood Frontages

Aluminium Composite Frontages

It can be used on all frontages which

fire probability

ADVANTAGE
Our covers which we present as home production offer 

superior performance in the class against fire. It is a leading 

product in its class. It has the future of drippage and smoke 

release. It is in A2-B Class and has d0 s1 property.

With its superior permeable feature, it ensures to flow out the 
moisture in the structure.

Completely waterproofing cover

Wind blocking, hot and cold air efficiency

Durable and flexible



PACKAGE and STORAGE
7,5cm (width) x 25mt(length)

5cm(width) x 25mt(length)

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if 

possible, on a pallet slightly higher than the ground, in a 

position horizontally or vertically. Storage areas and 

products have to be protected from sunlight.

 

WATERSHIELD STRIP Cover Joint Strips

WATERSHIELD STRIPS are our production and they are used on joint assembly of 
products which are vapour balancer cover based, acrylic adhesive, fibre reinforced, 
standart white and included Watershield cover group, and on repairing the overlapping points.
The surface has to be clean and cleansed from dust.

It can be used at the junctures of clean wood, OSB surfaces and the cover.



PRODUCT TECHNICAL INFORMATION
BRAND: WATERSHIELD AQUA

WIDTH: 150cm

LENGTH: 50mt-100mt

WEIGHT: 210gr/m²

FIRE CLASS: E

WATERSHIELD AQUA - WATERPROOFING COVER
With its unique production technology, it is produced as 3-layer from the upper and lower 
layer POLYPROPYLENE (PP) and interlayer POLYETHYLENE (PE) raw material. 
Watershield AQUA Permeable water covers are heat resistant.

APPLICATION
In the POOL , TERRACE and BATHROOM systems, in conjuction with variabilty in application, joints has to be closed with 
strips by using a 10 cm overlapping share.

Packaging of the covers are 75m²-150m² and the area to be closed is 70m²-140m² in net. After unpacking the products,
both the product and the ground must be cleaned from dust and dirt. Upper surface of the covers have to be closed at 
least within 1 month (30 days). (UV additive (Resistance to sunlight) can be increased up to order-request and can be left 
open for longer periods.)

ADVANTAGE
Strong and durable structure

Completely waterproofing cover

Durable and flexible

PACKAGE and STORAGE

Our products have 1 types of packaging dimensions, 

75m² and 150m². 

150cm (width) x 50mt(length) :75m²

150cm(width) x 100mt(length):150m²

Products can be stored on a dry and clean surface, if 

possible, on a pallet slightly higher than the ground, 

in a position horizontally or vertically. Storage areas 

and products have to be protected from sunlight.
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